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This report (1 April-30 June) is one of a regular series on the status and progress of studies on the nature of speech, instrumentation for its investigation, and practical applications. Manuscripts cover the following topics:

--Exploring the functional significance of physiological tremor: A biospectroscopic approach
--Differences between experienced and inexperienced listeners to deaf speech
--A language-oriented view of reading and its disabilities
--Phonetic factors in letter detection: A reevaluation
--Categorical perception: Issues, methods, findings
--Short-term recall by deaf signers of American Sign Language: Implications of encoding strategy for order recall
--A common basis for auditory sensory storage in perception and immediate memory
--Phonological awareness and verbal short-term memory: Can they presage early reading problems?
-- Initiation versus execution time during manual and oral counting by stuttersers
--Trading relations in the perception of speech by five-year-old children
--The role of the strap muscles in pitch lowering
--Phonetic validation of distinctive features: A test case in French
--On consonants and syllable boundaries
--Vowel information in postvocalic frications
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